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TECH AND TECHNIQUE
TO BATTLE TOMORROW
Big Game of the Season Will Take Place Wednesday at Field.

After most extensive training trips, the Inkslingers, known in everyday life as THE TECH and the Grinds, otherwise Technique, will meet tomorrow morning at the Field to do battle for the possession of a certain cask, the handiwork of Anheuser-Busch himself. Little is known of the relative abilities of the two teams, but judging from past performances, THE TECH has the best chance of capturing the third base line. Technique players have been boasting of beating all nine teams with most savage-sounding names, but THE TECH has called their bluff and tied the one best bet for Wednesday morning will be the Inkslingers.

After pulling straws for the position, Technique has decided to let Saturday's game play its own hand, but he won't last long. Everyone on the squad will probably have to be used before the first four innings are over. THE TECH has so many star slab artists on the staff that it is hard to pick the best one, and it has been decided to give the job to the man who has the prettiest girl at the show. The initial lineup will be more or less as follows:

THE TECH.
Freeman, c........c. Whitman
Mother, p........p. Watt Cains, t.
Bryan, c........c. Cary
Butler, 2b........2b. Adkins
Brower, ss........ss. Lehman
Smythe-Martin, lb........lb. Lewis
North, cf........cf. Mann
Cain, cf........cf. Van Vollkenburg
Crockett, cf........cf. Heyneman
MacDonald, water carrier, Adams
Atwater, bartenders...Don't need any Substitute too much to mention.
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